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Rolls-Royce Phantom Series Rolls-Royce Wraith

KUWAIT: Ali Alghanim & Sons Automotive,
the sole authorized dealer of Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars and the official importer of BMW
and MINI in Kuwait, has revealed the latest
details of its Provenance program, the global-
ly recognized program for pre-owned Rolls-
Royce Motor Cars. 

All pre-owned Rolls-Royce vehicles must
meet the exact criteria set by Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars to attain the Provenance title,

offering uncompromising standards, quality
and excellence. 

Detailed inspection procedures are carried
out by factory-trained technicians, including
a full road test to ensure that each car reach-
es the highest standards prior to delivery.
Additionally, all Provenance Rolls-Royce vehi-
cles must have been maintained in strict
adherence to Rolls-Royce servicing require-
ments and are only sold through the interna-

tional network of authorized Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars dealers.   “ The Rolls-Royce
Provenance Program offers a wider range of
models for our customers to enjoy the
unique Rolls-Royce automotive experience.
This exceptional privilege comes without
compromising any of the luxury and quality
elements where Rolls-Royce will always rep-
resent the pinnacle”, said Yousuf Al-Qatami,
the General Manager of Ali Alghanim & Sons

Automotive. Ali Alghanim & Sons Automotive
provides an unparalleled peace of mind to
their customers when purchasing a Rolls-
Royce Provenance. In addition to receiving a
rigorous pre-delivery inspection and prepara-
tion, each Provenance Rolls-Royce offers the
reassurance of an independently obtained
vehicle history and unlimited mileage verifi-
cation, together with a minimum 24 month
warranty, fully inclusive servicing and 24-

hour roadside assistance.
A combination of visionary engineering

and hand-crafted build, Rolls-Royce Motor
Cars are timeless,  ultra-luxur y vehicles,
regardless of their age. The Provenance
Program stays true to the marque’s strive for
excellence in every aspect of the brand and
Ali Alghanim & Sons Automotive ensures that
Provenance Rolls-Royce vehicles are no
exception. 

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars’ uncompromising Provenance 

program available at Ali Alghanim & Sons Automotive

KUWAIT:  Jazeera Airways yesterday announced it has
finalized its voluntary capital reduction process to bring
down its capital from KD42 million to KD20 million to
match the size of its current operations after it exited the
aircraft leasing business. As part of the process, the compa-
ny will issue cash payouts worth a total KD32.7 million
starting Sunday, December 13, 2015. 

The KD32.7 million cash payouts include:
l KD22 million for a share buyback program for 220 mil-

lion shares at a nominal price of 100 fils
l KD10.7 million in accumulated profits and other

reserves that are required by law to be distributed as part
of the capital reduction

With the last tranche of payments concluding next
week, total payouts to Jazeera Airways shareholders in
2015 come to KD 52.7 million, after including the KD20 mil-
lion in special cash dividends distributed June 2015. 

Jazeera Airways capital reduction payouts will com-
mence on Sunday December 13, 2015, via the Kuwait
Clearing Company (KCC). Accordingly, trading on the
Jazeera Airways stock will be suspended on the Kuwait
Stock Exchange (KSE) on Wednesday December 9, 2015
while shareholder records are readjusted at KCC to take the
capital reduction into consideration. Trading will resume
on Thursday December 10, 2015 at a new opening price to
be determined by the KSE. 

Jazeera Airways finalizes 

voluntary capital reduction
Airline to start cash payouts of KD32.7 million on Dec 13
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Historical market valuations tell us
that equities and bonds at pres-
ent are expensive. This is obvious-

ly a problem for short-term investors
and not investors with a long-term hori-
zon.  Equities and bonds could remain
expensive for much longer than

investors’ expec-
tations. 

This kind of
problem appears
from time to time.
So what should
investors do? The
simple answer is
that investors
may look for
some new or

unfamiliar assets that may carry unnec-
essary risks. Both equities and bonds
look expensive compared with their own
history more so in the case of fixed
income bonds. Unfortunately, for some
investors the combination of the two
assets classes does not give enough
income to live on.  

However, the historical fact is that at
times of extreme low real interest rates
and low inflation, equities and bonds
delivered low returns. The high returns
that achieved in the past decades in
some ways were related to big interna-
tional events, such as World Wars, Cold
War, the fall of Berlin wall and recently
the massive Quantitative Easing meas-
ures taken by most central banks around
the world. The Quantitative Easing meas-
ures were taken to stop a world econom-
ic depression from occurring after the
financial market crash of 2007. These
events caused high volatility in the
world financial markets but for sure they
delivered returns way above the norm.  

Over the past few years, global bond
yields were kept artificially down. Most
central banks managed to force savers to
lend them at very low rates. This had
made savers, investors and institutions

to take on more risks just to achieve
higher returns.  Higher returns can be
achieved but investors have to apply
some other measures rather than the
traditional ones. Some of these meas-
ures are leverage, shorting and deriva-
tives. These measures will force investors
into unconventional asset allocation. 

The most popular new asset class is
property, being residential or commer-
cial. The retreat of banks from the prop-
erty market post 2007 crisis, has added
interest from all sort of investors as these
assets become available to them on
more favorable terms. Real estate invest-
ments have low correlation with tradi-
tional equities and bonds. 

I believe that the old way of investing
is no longer an option. It is a bit risky to
assume that savers and investors can
easily expect large wealth increases from
investing over the long term in the stock
market. This is in no longer possible. Top
rated governments bond yields have
been falling for a long time and they
cannot fall for much longer without
nominal yields becoming negative -
meaning that investors would in effect
be paying the government to look after
their money. Some government bond
yields have entered the negative territo-
ries but this is abnormal and investors
should be careful of not getting hurt.

In recent weeks some of these yields
have risen which may indicate that the
extreme low yields environment may be
is over. However, rising bond yields are a
healthy development because they
show that the economy is returning to
normal. Lets hope so!

I personally believe that we have
entered the age of very low interest
rates environment. Where it requires
investors to look to generate income
away from equities and bonds. Again
high quality real estate investments that
generate real income are very much a
desired option and for sure it should be
added to most investors’ portfolios. 

— Rasameel Structured Finance Co.

2016 and investors’ dilemma

RIO DE JANEIRO: Opening a gourmet cafe in a
country deep in economic and political hot
water might seem risky, but like many foreign-
ers, Australian entrepreneur Duncan Hay still
thinks Brazil is a tasty investment. The 44-year-
old went through the grinder getting ready for
this month’s planned opening of Kraft Cafe, spe-
cializing in high-end cappuccinos and the like, in
Rio’s swanky Ipanema neighborhood.

After a spell a few years back as Latin
America’s economic poster child, Brazil has slid
from gentle decline to nosedive, with a biting
recession, gaping budget deficit, a massive cor-
ruption scandal and the start of impeachment
proceedings against President Dilma Rousseff.

Hay ’s worries are more down to earth.
Unscrupulous suppliers, officials needing
months for paperwork that in some countries
would take only a week, and constant, alarming
cost overruns-the headaches have been contin-
uous. “It has cost me two times more than I
thought it would,” Hay told AFP, as a crew put fin-
ishing touches to the cafe.  “People tell me that’s
normal in Brazil: that you take a figure and dou-
ble it.”

Hay’s experience will be familiar to anyone
who has faced the overregulation, graft, high
taxes and other self-inflicted damage in the
world’s seventh biggest economy. It’s the bitter
brew, known as the “custo Brasil,” or Brazil cost,
that has pushed Brazil down to 116 on the World
Bank’s ranking of business-friendly countries.

A good deal? 
But a surprising number of foreign investors,

Hay among them, have kept faith. In fact by
some measurements, foreigners now believe
more in Brazil than Brazilians themselves. Data
from PricewaterhouseCoopers shows mergers
and acquisition deals signed by Brazilians plum-
meting 23 percent in the first nine months of
this year, compared to the same period in 2014.

Foreigner-signed deals, by contrast, rose
three percent and now outnumber domestic
signings. With a population of 204 million, an
emerging middle class and diversified economy,
Brazil is just too full of potential to ignore,
despite the crisis. Even if total foreign direct
investment is down — $62.4 billion last year
against $65.3 billion in 2012 — Brazil is still the
main target for FDI in Latin America and the fifth

biggest in the world, says Santander bank.
Andre Perfeito, chief economist at Gradual

Investimentos, said the crumbling economy
presents “a real opportunity in a key market,”
especially for foreigners buying into the national
currency, which is down a third against the dol-
lar this year. “It’s very cheap to buy any assets
here now,” Perfeito said.

PricewaterhouseCoopers’s Rogerio Gollo also
says that for “strategic buyers,” it’s the right time
to take advantage of the weak real and buy
Brazilian. Strong coffee, strong business - Hay’s
start-up investment of 700,000 reais, or
$187,000, is a tiny drop in a $2.3 trillion national
economy, but his Kraft Cafe adventure says a lot
about why foreigners fear-and still love-doing
business in Brazil.

Hay was laid off by oilfield services giant
Schlumberger in February as the oil industry
downturn rippled through Brazil.  But not want-
ing to leave the country, he looked about and

saw what seemed like an ideal niche.
Although Brazil is the world’s biggest coffee

grower, it’s hard to get a really good espresso in
Rio, let alone one of those fancy lattes with dec-
orative leaves poured into the milk.

“All the coffee here tastes like charcoal and
water,” Hay said. So he found a rental space,
studied the art of roasting and brewing, and
came up with a menu that, in contrast to most
Rio cafes, will focus on fresh, health-conscious
sandwiches, raw food and light meals. But put-
ting that simple idea for a 15-seat cafe into prac-
tice meant suffering the full Brazilian experience.

‘Mafia’ and beach life 
Paperwork took three to four months, only

concluding in October, a process that in the
United States would take a mere four days,
according to World Bank data.  Even in more com-
parable China, which ranks 84th in the business-
friendly rankings, it takes only 30 days. —AFP

For coffee entrepreneur, troubled 

Brazil still worth the grind

SAN DIEGO: The US-Mexico border is one of
the world’s most fortified international
divides. Starting Wednesday, it will also be
one of the only that has an airport strad-
dling two countries. An investor group that
includes Chicago billionaire Sam Zell built a
sleek terminal in San Diego with a bridge
that crosses a razor-wire border fence to
Tijuana’s decades-old airport.  Passengers
pay $18 to walk a 390-foot overpass to
Tijuana International Airport, a springboard
about 30 Mexican destinations. Target cus-
tomers are the estimated 60 percent of
Tijuana airport passengers who come to the
United States, about 2.6 million last year.
Now they drive about 15 minutes to a con-
gested land crossing, where they wait up to
several hours to enter San Diego by car or
on foot. The airport bridge is a five-minute
walk to a US border inspector.

“It seems so much easier, so liberating,”
said Daniela Calderon, who flies from Tijuana
four times a year to visit family in the central
Mexican city of Morelia and has a friend drive
her across the border from Riverside,
California. The only other cross-border air-
port known to industry experts is in the
European Union - between Basel,
Switzerland, and France’s Upper Rhine region
- but it carries none of the political freight of
San Diego and Tijuana. Mexicans who ran
across the border illegally overwhelmed the
Border Patrol until the mid-1990s, when new
fences and additional agents heralded a
massive surge in US enforcement on the
1,954-mile line with Mexico.

Modernism
Cross  Border  Xpress ,  one of  the

largest privately-operated US air termi-
nals, wouldn’t have happened if Tijuana
didn’t build its airport a few steps from
the international line in the 1950s or if it
wasn’t surrounded by undeveloped land
in a barren, industrial part of San Diego.
“It’s an amazing accident of geography,”
said Stanis Smith of Stantec Inc., the ter-
minal’s architect. “It could never happen
again.” The terminal is one of the last
works by the late Ricardo Legorreta,
whose bold colors helped bring Mexican
modernism to a world stage and attract-
ed a strong following in the American
Southwest. The stone exterior mixes pur-
ple stucco and red limestone that takes
on a deep, inky hue when it rains. 

Stone gardens sprout agave and oth-
er  deser t  plants.  Passengers  enter  a
courtyard with a reflecting pool to an
airy building with ticket counters and
kiosks. High, white ceilings have large
orange c i rc les  of  recessed l ight ing.
Sparse decorative touches are onyx,
including high-hanging black slabs near
ticket counters and white spheres atop
the escalators. Aesthetics are more dat-
ed in the Tijuana airport but passenger
flow is the same. Ticketed passengers
must carry luggage across a bridge with
frosted glass windows to border inspec-
tors in the receiving country and a wall
in the middle to separate the two direc-
tions. —AP

California’s newest airport 

terminal extends to Mexico

ISTANBUL: Russia’s import ban on Turkish
fresh fruit and vegetables is likely to leave
Turkey with a supply glut that could push
down prices and, economists say, shave half a
percentage point off the inflation rate.
Moscow has approved a raft of sanctions in
retaliation for Turkey’s downing of one of its
warplanes over Syria late last month, banning
imports of everything from tomatoes and
apricots to chicken products and salt.

Turkey’s agricultural exports to Russia
amount to $1.27 billion annually, with food
accounting for $764 million of that,
Agriculture Minister Faruk Celik said on
Wednesday.

Companies are looking for alternative mar-
kets but representatives in the sector don’t
expect to find any soon.  Already there are
reports of falling tomato prices at wholesalers.

At a Friday market in the working-class
neighborhood of Gultepe in Istanbul, some
sellers said they were starting to see an impact
even though Russia’s food sanctions don’t take

effect until Jan. 1.
“Prices have decreased a little bit,” said 42-

year-old Hasan as he sliced off pieces of toma-
to to offer to passers-by. “It will be good
because we have so many poor people and
they need cheaper prices.”

Most of the sellers in the market were sell-
ing tomatoes for around 4 lira ($1.38) a kilo-
gram. One, 31-year-old Vedat Mut, said he
believed tomato prices could fall back to
where they were earlier this year around 1.5
lira a kilogram.

Turkish shoppers are used to steady price
hikes, thanks to an inflation rate that is run-
ning at about 8 percent year-on-year. Price
falls are far rarer.

Economists say a lasting fall in prices could
reduce the inflation rate by as much as 0.5
percentage point on an annual basis in the
coming months. That may be welcome news
for the central bank, which has been fighting
to rein in the inflationary effect of the chronic
slide in the currency.

Russian ban on Turkish fruit 

and veg may reduce inflation


